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Abstract 
An intersection representation f a graph is a function ~b mapping vertices to sets such that 
for any u ¢ v, u is adjacent to v iff q~(u)N ~b(v)¢ 0. The intersection class defined by a set of 
sets 2: is the set of all graphs having an intersection representation usi g sets from Z. Interval 
graphs and chordal graphs are well-studied examples of intersection classes. 
This paper introduces the notion of completeness for intersection classes. That is, determin- 
ing precisely what restrictions can be made on the allowable sets without losing the power to 
represent any graph in the intersection class. The solution to this problem is presented for the 
chordal graphs. (~) 1998 Published by Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
The intersection graph of sets {5~1 . . . . .  5¢k} is the graph on vertices {Vl . . . . .  vk} 
such that for every i C j ,  vi is adjacent to vj iff 5¢/N ~j  ¢ 0. For any set Z of sets, the 
intersection class f2(Z) is the set of all intersection graphs of sets from 2;. Chordal 
graphs (the intersection graphs of subtrees of a tree), VPT graphs (the intersection 
graphs of paths in a tree), interval graphs (the intersection graphs of subpaths of  a 
path) and circular arc graphs (the intersection graph of arcs on a circle) are all well- 
studied examples of intersection classes. 
The notion of  completeness pervades computer science. The most obvious examples 
are built around complexity classes such as N P, and problems whose complexity status 
is unknown, such as graph isomorphism. 
Completeness also gives us another front on which to attack conjectures. Consider, 
for example, the strong perfect graph conjecture [1], that a graph is perfect iff neither 
the graph nor its complement contains an induced odd cycle on at least five vertices. 
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One method of attack is to prove that certain classes of graphs (such as planar graphs 
[17], Kl,3-free graphs [15] and circular arc graphs [18]) are valid for the conjecture 
(i.e. the conjecture hold on these graphs). We can also look at a class of graphs 
(such as partitionable graphs [3], self-complementary g aphs [5], twin-free graphs [9], 
and antitwin-free graphs [14]) which is complete for the conjecture (i.e. prove if the 
conjecture holds on a certain class of graphs, then it holds on all graphs). If we can 
build up a valid class to a complete class (or pare down a complete class to a valid 
class) we have proven the conjecture. 
This approach was also used on the four-colour theorem, where it was shown [16], 
for example, that proving every 2-edge-connected 3-regular planar g aph is 3-edge- 
colourable is equivalent to proving the four colour theorem. 
The central issue is to determine how far we can restrict our domain without losing 
any power. It seems only natural to ask the same question of intersection classes. For 
example, consider the chordal graphs. Chordal graphs were first defined as the graphs 
with no induced cycle on 4 or more vertices. Only later was the following result 
discovered: 
Theorem 1.1 (Buneman [4], Gavril [6], Walter [19]). A graph G is a chordal graph 
iff it is the intersection graph of a set of subtrees of a tree. 
Obviously this result gave new insight into the structure of chordal graphs. It could 
be, however, that this representation f chordal graphs is needlessly complex, and some 
simpler characterization exists. The interval graphs and the VPT graphs are proper 
subsets of the chordal graphs, so clearly we cannot restrict ourselves to just paths 
without losing the ability to represent some chordal graphs. Similarly, in the case of 
interval graphs (or circular arc graphs), it has long been known that restricting the 
intervals (or arcs) to be of unit length results in the loss of representative power. 
These are all cases where the restrictions are too strict. There may be restrictions 
which simplify the characterization without losing representative power. 
Are there subfamilies of trees which are capable of representing every chordal graph? 
In Section 2 we answer just this question. For subclasses of the chordal graphs, such 
as the interval, VPT or split graphs, techniques are presented in [13] for solving the 
completeness problem. The completeness problems remains open for intersection classes 
that require cycles in the intersection representation. 
2. Chordal-completeness 
For any sets Jcf, Sf of graphs, we define the graph-based intersection class f2~e(rf) 
to be the set of all intersection graphs of re-graphs within an Jogs-graph. We call the 
~f-graph the host graph and the ~9~-graphs the object graphs. We denote the set of 
all trees by ~-, the set of all paths by ~,  and the maximum degree of a graph A. 
We write u ,,~ v if u is adjacent to v. If H and H ' are subgraphs of the same graph 
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then d(H,H r) is the length of a shortest path with one endpoint in H and the other in 
H ~. A graph H is a subdivision of a graph G if it can be obtained by replacing edges 
of G with paths of length at least 1. By contracting an edge we mean identifying its 
endpoints. Using our notation, CHORDAL= Q~-(~'-). 
We will show (by Corollary 3.2.1.) that the number of maximal cliques containing a
vertex v of a chordal graph is bounded by the number of vertices in the corresponding 
object tree. Since there are chordal graphs with vertices in arbitrarily many maximal 
cliques (consider Ki,n), we need arbitrarily large object trees (and hence also arbitrarily 
large host trees) if we are to represent every chordal graph. 
Also, since the interval graphs are a proper subset of the chordal graphs, we can 
see that we need host trees which are not paths, i.e. trees with A ~>3, if we are to 
represent every chordal graph. Similarly, since the VPT graphs are a proper subset of 
the chordal graphs [11], we need object trees with A >/3. 
Are these necessary conditions on the set of host and object graphs also sufficient? 
The binary trees meet these conditions - -  could they contain enough structure to 
represent every chordal graph? 
Theorem 2.1. Let St be a set of trees. The followin9 are equivalent: 
1. For every tree T with At<<,3, some T ~ E St contains a subdivision of T, 
2. f2~-(St) = CHORDAL,  
3. f2~e(~--) = CHORDAL,  
4. f2.~-(St) = Q~e(~-) and St ~ ~). 
Conditions (1)- (3)  show precisely what restrictions can be made on the object trees, 
and on the host trees, while retaining the power to represent all chordal graphs. From 
this, we see that the binary trees do, in fact, contain all of the structure quired (as 
host or object trees) to represent all of the chordal graphs. 
It is surprising to note that the condition on host trees is the same as the condition 
on object rees. From (4) we can see that this does not happen for any non-trivial 
subclass of the chordal graphs. 
Before proving Theorem 2.1, we must establish some basic properties of graph-based 
intersection classes. 
3. Preliminaries 
The following properties are straightforward observations from the definitions. 
Lemma 3.1. 1. I f  St c_ St' then f2~c(St) c_ O~e(St'). 
2. I f  every H E ~ is a subgraph of some H r E ,~'  then f2~(St) C_ f2je,(St). 
Definition. A set St of sets has the Helly property if for every non-empty Stt C_ St 
with N St' = 0, there exists Stl, St2 E St' such that Stl fq St2 = 0. 
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Theorem 3.2 (Berge [2]). Any set of subtrees of a tree has the Helly property. 
Corollary 3.2.1. Let G be a chordal graph having subtree intersection representation 
c~. Let C C V(G) induce a clique in G. Then ~ qb(C)~ ~. 
Proof. For every v E C, ~b(v) is a subtree of the host tree for ~b. If N ~b(C)= ¢ then, 
from Theorem 3.2, there exist distinct v, vtE C such that ~b(v)N ~b(v')=~. However, 
v ~ v', implying ~b(v) N qb(v') ~ ~. Thus, ['1 ~b(C) ~ ¢. [] 
The following lemma illustrates that certain object trees are redundant (i.e. their 
removal does not result in the loss of any representative power). Eventually, we will 
characterize precisely which sets of object trees are redundant. 
Lenuna 3.3. Let 6P, ~1 be sets of trees where ach T~ E 6~' is a subtree of some 
T ~ 6~. Then ~2er(6~ U 6~') = I2er(ba). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 (1), g2~-(~)Cf2~-(~U~') .  
Let G E f2zr(AeU~9 ~') have subtree intersection representation, q~, within host tree 
H and using object graphs from 6e U 6e'. Create an equivalent subtree intersection 
representation, ~b', within host tree H'~_ H as follows: 
Let v E V(G). Then ~b(v)C ~ U 6~", and hence ~b(v) is a subtree of some T E 6e. 
Add a new vertex to H ~ for each vertex in T\qb(v), connecting them to H' so that 
the new vertices and ~b(v) together form a copy of T. Let ~b'(v) be this copy of 
T. Let c~'(u)=~b(u) when u#v.  Since qb'(v)AH=q~(v), we have qb'(v)Ncp(u)#O 
iff q~(v)fq ~b(u)~ 0 for any u E V(G). Thus, ~b ~ is a subtree intersection representation 
of G. 
After applying this construction to each vertex in G, we are left with a subtree 
intersection representation using only object trees from 6~. Hence G E f2~-(6~') and 
O~-(6e U 6e')c_ O3-(~). [] 
The following results begin to establish a relationship between the host and object 
trees. 
Lenuna 3.4. For any set b ° of trees, I2se(6e) c_ I2s~(~7") c_ 12.~-(6P) c_I2er( ~J). 
Proof. By Lemma 3.1 (1), 12se(6e) C 12~e(~7") and f2a-(6e) c_ I2zrGq- ). 
Let S~'* be the set of all subtrees of trees in 6~'. Then f2s~(~')=g2s~(6~'*). By 
Lemma 3.1 (2), f2se(Ae*)C_ f2~-(6e*). By Lemma 3.3, f25(6~*)=12~r(S~'). Hence, 
Os~(~r) =~s-(Ae*) _ ~2er(Ae*)=f2~-(Ae). []
Lemma 3.5. Let G be a chordal graph with universal vertex v. I f  qb is a subtree 
intersection representation for G then G - v has a subtree intersection representation 
within host tree c~(v). 
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Proof. Let u, wE V(G). Since u~v and w,,~v, we have ~b(u)n~b(v)#0 and ~b(w)N 
~b(v) # 0. From Theorem 3.2, 4~(u) N 4~(w) n 4~(v) = 0 iff q~(u) n ~b(w) = 0. For each 
x E V(G), let q~'(x) = ~b(x) n 4)(v). Then q~'(u) N q~'(w) # 0 iff q~(u) M q~(w) # 0 iff u ,-~ w. 
Hence, 4)' is a subtree intersection representation f G within host tree q~(v). [] 
The following result relates distances in chordal graphs to distances in their subtree 
intersection representations, giving us our first glimpse of the relationship between 
the structure of chordal graphs and the structure of the host and object trees used to 
represent them. 
Lemma 3.6. Let x, y E V(G) for  some chordal 9raph G with subtree intersection rep- 
resentation q~ within host tree T. Then d(4)(x) ,dp(y))>~d(x,y)-  1. 
Proof. We will prove the result by induction on d(x,y).  If d(x,y)<~ 1 then clearly 
d(4)(x), 49(Y)) >t d(x, y) - 1. Suppose that d(4)(x), ok(y)) >1 d(x, y) - 1 whenever d(x, y)  
~<k. Let u,v be vertices uch that d(u ,v )=k  + 1. Let P=(u=ul ,u2  . . . . .  uk+l =v)  be 
a shortest path joining u and v. Let Pr  = (h, t2 . . . . .  tr) be a shortest path joining ~b(u) 
and qS(v) in T (where h E ~b(u) and tr E Ok(V)). We must show that r>>.k. 
Claim. For each l <.i<.k + 1, qb(ui)nPr ¢O. 
Proof. Consider the chordal graph G' on the vertices V(G)U {w}, where w f[ V(G), 
with the following subtree intersection representation: 
~b'(x) = [ q~(x) if x E V(G), 
L Pr if x=w.  
Then u ,-~ w and v ~ w. 
If 4)(ui)n Pr = 0 then ui 7 ~ w. Let ua be the last vertex before ui on P with ua ~ w, 
and let Ub be the first vertex after ui on P with ub ~ w. Then (w, ua,. . . ,ui  . . . . .  Ub, w) 
is an induced cycle in G' on at least four vertices, implying G' is not chordal, a 
contradiction. [] 
Claim. I~b(u2)NPrl/>2. 
Proof. We have established that 4 f fu l )nPr#0 and ~b(u2)nPr#0. Since Ul~U2, 
~b(ul ) n q~(u2) # 0. Applying Theorem 3.2, we have ~b(ul ) O tk(u2) N Pr # 0. Similarly, 
~b(u2 ) n ~b(u3 ) n Pr # 0. Since ul ~ u3, ~b(ul ) n ~b(u3) = 0, implying q~(ut ) N ~b(u2) NPr 
and dp(u2)Nc~(u3)NPr are disjoint. Hence Idp(u2)nPr[>~2. [] 
Let ti and tj be vertices in Ct~(u2)NP T (assume i< j ) .  Notice that d(u2,v)=k.  By 
our induction hypothesis, d(dp(u2), q~(v))>~k- 1. Since (t j , . . . ,  tr) is a path in T joining 
q~(u2) and dp(v), r - j>~k - 1. Thus r - i>~k, implying r>~k as required. [] 
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4. Proof  of  main result 
The following lemma, which lies at he heart of the proof of Theorem 2.1, establishes 
a strong connection between the structure of a chordal graph and the structure of the 
host tree used to represent i : 
Lemma 4.1. Let T be any tree. There is a graph G satisfying the following 
conditions: 
1. GE~2{T}({PI,P2} ). 
2. I f  T ~ is the host tree of a subtree intersection representation of G then T can be 
obtained from T ~ by a sequence of edge contractions. 
Proof. Let T be any tree. Let ~//~2 = {rE V(T)[dr (v)#2}.  Let ~r  be the set of 
minimal paths joining distinct vertices in ~//'~2 (i.e. no proper subpath of a path in 9~r 
joins distinct vertices of ~w~2). 
For example: 
| . . . . . . .  I t . . . . . . .  
I '@ I s l  Vertices in V.-,2 
CS) Paths in PT 
Let ¢ be a subtree intersection representation whose range is 3e'~20E(T). Let G be 
the intersection graph defined by ¢. This ¢ demonstrates that G E I2{r}({P1,P2}). 
With each P E ~r ,  with edges (el . . . . .  ek), we associate the path/5 in G with vertices 
(¢-1(el) . . . . .  ¢-l(ek) ). Let .~o = {/SIP E .~r}. 
With each v E 3V'.2, we associate the maximal clique Cv in G containing ¢-I(v) and 
¢- l (e)  for each edge  incident with v. Let ~gG={Cv[vE~2}.  Each path in ~G 
joins two cliques in egG. 
In our example, ~6 and ~G are as follows: 
[ . . . . . . . .  
).i.) Ji, 
i . . . . . . . .  i" "F ' " : . "2 . . I . .  .L 
i ' ' i i  ~i 
........... 
t .......... t...~.J I I I r I~X,L_ .L_ . . . . . _~ ............ 
I Nd2lS[lM" I ~ i  
! . . . . . . . .  . , . "~23, . . . : : : : : : ! - " '~  ......... 
i l  
t . . . . . . .  
l ....... r Cliques in Ca 
CS3 Paths in 7:'a 
Let ¢' be any subtree intersection representation f G, using some host tree T'. We 
must show that T can be obtained from T' by a sequence of edge contractions. 
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For any set of sets ~,  let I I~={x lxE(~iA~j ) ,~ l i~ j ,~ i ,~ l jE~l}  i.e. the 
set of elements that appear in at least two distinct sets in ~.  
With each path/5 E ~c  joining cliques C~, C2 E ~G, we associate the path P~ in T' 
joining I I~b'(Cl) to [_] q~'(C2 ). Let ~r '  =(P'lee o}. The proof that ~r,  is well 
defined follows shortly. 
We will prove that T can be obtained from T' by a sequence of edge contractions 
by showing relationships between the sets ~v'2 and ~r  in T, cg~ and ~6 in G, and 
{11 ~b'(Ci)} and ~r,  in T'. 
We now show that ~r,  is well defined. 
Claim. For any C E ~6, [I q~'(C) is a non-empty subtree of T'. 
Proof. From Corollary 3.2.1, N~b'(C)~0. For any cE C, N~b'(C)C_ ~bP(c). Since ICI 
>~2, N ~b'(C) c II ~b'(C), implying II q~'(C) ~ 0. Let v E U q5'(C). Then v E q~'(c) and 
v E ~b'(c') for two distinct c,c' E C. 
The subtrees q5'(c) and ~b'(c') of T' each contain N qS'(C), and hence contain the 
path joining v to A q~'(C), implying the path joining v to ~ ~b'(C) is also in II ~bt(C). 
Thus IlqS'(C) is connected. [] 
Claim. Let P, Q be distinct paths in ~r.  Let P, 0_. be the corresponding paths in ~G 
and P~, QP be the corresponding paths in ~r, .  Then, 
1. P and Q meet at a vertex in ~¢'-~2 iff/5 and Q meet at a clique Cv in c£ 6 iff P' and 
Q' meet at a tree in {]1 ~b'(Cv)}, 
2. IP'l i> [PI, 
3. P' and Q' are internally disjoint. 
Proof. (1) The paths P, Q E ~r  meet at a vertex v E "~2 iff the paths/5, 0 E ~c  both 
meet Co E c£G, the clique containing ~b-l(v). The paths P, Q E ~G both meet Cv E c£G 
iff the paths P', Q' E ~r,  both meet II ~b'(Cv). 
(2) Let/5 consist of the vertices (Vl . . . . .  vk). Let C1, C2 E egg be the cliques contain- 
ing Vl,V,, respectively. Thus, P consists of the edges (~b(vl) .... ,q~(vk)), implying P 
has length k. For every Cl ~ vl in C1 and c2 ~ vk in C2, d(cl,c2) =k+ 1. From Lemma 
3.6, d(qb'(cl ), (a'(c2)) >t k, implying d([_] ~b'(Cl ), [_J~b'(C2 ))/> k. Thus P' has length /> k. 
(3) Let v be a vertex in both P' and Q'. For any path kE~c joining cliques 
Ct,C2 E~u,  U qS'(k) contains the path in T' joining I I qS'(C1) and I I q5'(C2). Thus, 
P 'C  U qS'(/5) and Q'c_ U q~'(0). Therefore, v E ~'(p) and v E qS'(q) for some vertices 
pEP  andqEQ.  
Thus, p ~ q, implying p and q are endpoints of P, Q, and p, q E C for some clique 
C E ~c.  Since v E dp'(p) and v E ~b'(q), we have v E II ~b'(C), and hence v must be an 
endpoint of both P~ and QP. [] 
If we contract all of the edges in U qS'(C) for each C E c~G, the paths ~r,  form a 
subdivision of T. Contracting all edges not in any path in ~r,  leaves precisely this 
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subdivision, and then we need only contract he appropriate number of edges on each 
path in ~r ,  to form T. [] 
Lemma 4.2. Let 6f, 6¢' be sets of trees. The following are equivalent: 
1. Every T E S, ° can be obtained from some T' E 6 ¢t by a sequence of edge contr- 
actions, 
2. f2~(~-) C_ f2~,(~'-), 
3. f2~e( { P1,P2 } ) C f2~,( ~'-), 
4. fJse( J - )  C_ g2er( Sf'), 
5. f2~(6eU {P1,P2} ) C (2~(5P'). 
Proof. (1 =~ 2) Let G E t29o(~--) have subtree intersection representation 4 within host 
tree T E 9 °. Then T can be formed from some T ~ E S¢ '~ by a sequence of edge con- 
tractions. 
For each v E V(T), let c¢(v) be the vertices of the subtree of T ~ which is con- 
tracted to form v. Let 4~(v)= T'[Ua(4(v))  ]. Then 4' is a subtree intersection rep- 
resentation of G within host tree T ~. This 4 ~ demonstrates that G E f2~e,(~'). Hence, 
~(~)  c_ os~,(J). 
(2 ~ 3) Follows from Lemma 3.1 (1). 
(3=> 1) Let TE6¢. From Lemma 3.1 (2), O(r}({e~,P2})c_o~({&,P2}). 
From Lemma 4.1, there is a graph G in t2(r}({Pl,P2}), where T can be obtained 
from the host tree of every subtree intersection representation f G by a sequence of 
edge contractions. 
Since G E f2~e,(J'), T can be obtained from some tree in 5¢ ~' by a sequence of edge 
contractions. 
(2 =>4) Follows from Lemma 3.4. 
(4=>5) Follows from Lemma 3.1 (1). 
(5 => 1) Let T E 6t. From Lemma 4.1, there exists a graph G E ~2{r)({P1,P2}) where 
T can be obtained from the host tree of every subtree intersection representation f G 
by a sequence of edge contractions. 
Let G r be formed from G by adding a universal vertex, v, to G. Since G E I2{r} 
({P1, P2 }), G has a subtree intersection representation, 4, within host tree T, using only 
subtrees of T isomorphic to P1 or P2. Then G' has the following subtree intersection 
representation: 
T if u=v,  
4 ' (u )= 4(u) otherwise. 
The 4' defined above demonstrates that G'E I2~e(Sf U {P1,P2}), implying G'E f2~r 
(St'). Let 4* be a subtree intersection representation f G' where 4*(v)E 5 it. 
From Lemma 3.5, G ~-  v=G has a subtree intersection representation within 
host tree ¢*(v). Thus, T can be obtained from ¢*(v)E Sf t by a sequence of edge 
contractions. [] 
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Theorem 2.1. Let 6e be a set of trees. The following are equivalent: 
1. For every tree T with A r <~ 3, some T' E 6# contains a subdivision of T 
2. ~- (6#)  = CHORDAL, 
3. ~(~- ' )  = CHORDAL, 
4. f2,~-(6#) = f2.~e(~-) and6# ~ O. 
Proof. Notice that condition (1) holds iff every tree T can be formed from some 
T 'E  St' by a sequence of edge contractions. 
(1 ¢ ,2 )  From Lemma 4.2 (1,4), every tree T (E ~-') can be obtained from some 
T' E 6~ by a sequence of edge contractions iff CHORDAL = O.~-(~'-) C_ ~2er(~9°). 
(1 ¢ ,3 )  From Lemma 4.2 (1,2), every tree T can be obtained from some T' E6# 
by a sequence of edge contractions iff CHORDAL = O~r(~'-) C_ ~2~e(.~--). 
(3~4)  From (3), f2se(~-')=CHORDAL. If 6#=0 then f2se(~")=f20(~- )= 
0 ~ CHORDAL. Hence 6# ~ 0. From Lemma 3.4, ~2~e(~'-) C f2.~(6~) C 12~-(~'-) =
CHORDAL. Hence f2~(~'-) = f2~-(6#) = CHORDAL. 
(4=~3) From (4), 6#~0 and Oct(S#) = f2~(~'-). If ~Sa= {P1} then 12~(~'-) is the 
set of  complete graphs and f2.~-(~) is the set of  disjoint unions of cliques. This implies 
O~e(3") C f2~-(6#), a contradiction. Hence 5# ~ {Pl }. 
For some TE6#, P ICT  and P2C_T. From Lemma 3.3, ~2.~r((~U{P1,P2}))= 
f2~-(6~). From Lemma 3.1 (1), I2.~-({PI,P2})C_ f2~-(6# U {P1,P2}). Hence f2~r({P],P2}) 
From Lemma 4.2 (3,2), 12.~-({P1,P2}) C_f2~e(~-) iff f2.~-(~-) C_ 12~(~-). Hence, f2s- 
( J -)Cf2~e(~'-) .  From Lemma 3.1 (2), f2~(~-)C_12.~-(~-), implying f2~(~)= 
f2~-(~") = CHORDAL. [] 
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